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2 Claims. (Cl. 137-1) 

This invention relates to the distribution of a viscous 
?uid under laminar ?ow conditions from a single source 
to a plurality of delivery ports. More particularly, it 
concerns ?ow systems for slow moving viscous ?uids 
of the type which are subject to time and temperature 
dependent property variations. The viscous ?uids un 
der consideration have 21 Reynolds number of less than 
one. 

Systems for distributing ?uid from a single source to a 
plurality of discharge ports are common and the design 
techniques for providing even distribution are Well known. 
A tree-like cascade manifold is one convenient way of 
dividing a main stream of a ?uid into several streams. 
The distribution can readily be carried out whether the 
?uid is relatively viscous as oil or relatively non-viscous 
as water. Similar tree-like cascade manifolds were 
adapted in many spinning systems for the distribution of 
molten synthetic polymer from a single source to a plu 
rality of spinning heads. 

In the type of spinning system referred to above, a 
multiplicity of spinning heads spaced some distance apart 
are supplied from a common inlet which is connected 
to a long supply line from the source of ?ber-forming 
material. The inlet and the spinning heads are joined 
through a tree-like ‘cascade of piping branching out from 
the inlet in increasing pairs of branch channels leading to 
the spinning heads. The whole system is designed so 
that the ?ow times from the inlet to each and every spin 
ning head are substantially equal. Similarly, the ?ow 
times from any branching point to the associated spin 
ning heads are substantially equal. The spinning heads 
are ordinarily linearly aligned because of the distribu 
tion of aisles in the usual floor plan. Accordingly, cas 
cades of the type mentioned above are laid out in the 
plane of the line of spinning heads, thus providing the 
simplest piping arrangement. 
The linear polymeric materials such as nylon, poly 

ethylene terephthalate and the like, which are exemplary 
of the viscous materials in the synthetic yarn spinning 
art, will vary in physical properties depending on poly 
mer temperature and residence time. However, despite 
the attention paid to providing even ?ow times in the 
planar cascade system described above, the results 
achieved in the distribution of the molten, highly viscous, 
synthetic polymer ?uids, have been less than satisfactory. 
It has been observed that properties of the ?uid as dis 
charged from outlets supplied from the same source 
differ considerably. Not only have these di?erences 
been found at points widely separated in a large cascade, 
but they have been observed in adjacent positions in a 
four-outlet cascade. The products issuing from the var 
ious outlets differed in viscosity and/or the degree of 
degradation. 
An object of this invention is to distribute time and 

temperature sensitive ?uids in a ?ow system having a 
single inlet and a plurality of outlets in a manner sub 
stantially eliminating outlet-to-outlet non-uniformities. 
Another object of this invention is to provide a ?ow sys 
tem for accomplishing this. 
To attain these objectives, the present invention con 

templates the supply of a ?uid subject to time and tem 
perature dependent property variations, to a pipeline 
system comprising an entrance conduit, a T-shaped ?uid 
pipe connector consisting of a section of pipe inter 
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sected by a second section of pipe, both said pipe sec 
tions lying in a single plane, said entrance conduit oper 
atively connected to said T-shaped ?uid connector at the 
open end of said second pipe section, the two remaining 
open ends of said T-shaped ?uid connector each being 
operatively connected to an additional similar T-shaped 
?uid connector at the open end of the pipe section com 
parable to the second pipe section of said ?rst T-shaped 
?uid connector, said additional T-shaped ?uid connectors 
lying in planes oriented in space at substantially a 90° 
angle, with respect to the plane of said ?rst T-shaped 
?uid connector, the remaining open ends of said addi 
tional T-shaped ?uid connectors communicating with 
means for conducting the ?uid to separate outlets. 
As pointed out above, the appartaus is particularly 

suitable in ?ow systems for molten polymer. 
In the ordinary case of laminar polymer ?ow through 

pipe from the source to the spinning heads Where time and 
temperature conditions are signi?cant, the wall contacting 
and adjacent portions of the ?uid stream, referred to 
herein as wall material, will differ both physically and 
chemically from the center and adjacent portions of said 
?uid stream, referred to as core material, the difference 
being proportional to the velocity distribution along a 
cross-section of the ?uid stream perpendicular to the di 
rection of ?ow. The core portion at the center of the 
initial feed stream and the wall portion at the circum 
ference of the stream will differ materially from each 
other. At intermediate points, material intermediate in 
character to both the core and wall portions will be 
present, its exact nature being dependent on its distance 
from the ‘center along a radius from the center of the 
stream to a point on the circumference. For example, 
at a point on the radius closer to the center of the stream 
than to the wall, the material will be more like that at 
the center than the material at a point closer to the wall. 
At some point along the radius, the material will have 

the characteristics of both wall and core center material 
to the same degree. In the accompanying drawings 
showing a cross-section of the polymer stream, the bound 
aries of the dotted areas with the clear areas, schemati 
cally represent such material. The. dotted areas sche 
matically represent core material and the clear areas, wall 
material. 

Examination reveals that the core portion is moving 
faster, and because it is exposed to high temperatures for 
a shorter time, it is less thermally degraded than the Wall 
material. The process of the invention mitigates the e?ect 
of this distribution by assuring that the ?uid issuing from 
each outlet contains substantially similar proportions of 
core and wall material of the original polymer feed 
stream. This is accomplished by dividing the ?rst poly 
mer supply stream along its ads of symmetry with respect 
to core and wall portions into two substantially equal 
streams, each having substantially similar proportions of 
core and Wall materials of said ?rst polymer supply stream. 
A T~shaped or Y-shaped branching device may accom 
plish the division. Each of these two streams is again 
divided at a ‘branching point along its axis of symmetry 
into two substantially equal streams, resulting in a total 
of four streams which have substantially similar propor 
tions of core and wall material of said ?rst polymer sup 
ply stream. Each of the four resulting streams may be 
divided at subsequent branching points providing in each 
instance, as above, for the equi-proportional division of 
core and wall portions of said ?rst polymer supply stream. 
By “axis of symmetry” is meant a straight line bisecting 
the cross-section of the ?uid stream so that the polymer 
compositions on each side of the line are substantially 
identical in all respects and in particular in their content of 
core center, wall and intermediate material. In the above 
described system, the volume and rate of ?ow from the 
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original branching point to any of the subsequent outlets 
must be substantially equal, in order for each spinning 
head to receive polymer of similar physical properties in 
the same period of time, from that branching point. 

In the ?gures, FIGURE 1 is a schematic of the three 
dimensional cascade of the instant invention. FIGURES 
2, 3, and 4 are transverse sections taken along the lines 
XX, YY, and 22 of FIGURE 1, respectively. They show 
the approximate position of the core and wall material at 
various points in the flow system. Again it should be 
noted that the dotted cross-hatched portion is merely a 
schematic illustration of material which is more nearly 
like that which is at the center of the initial polymer 
stream while the clear cross-hatched area represents mate 
rial which is more nearly like that which is at the circum 
ference of the initial polymer stream. FIGURE 5 is a 
plan view in cross-section of a preferred embodiment of a 
three-dimensional cascade according to the invention, en~ 
closed in a unitary heating jacket, and FIGURE 6 is an 
elevational view in cross-section of the preferred embodi 
ment of FIGURE 5. FIGURE 7 is a schematic of a 3 
dimensional cascade in accordance with the present inven 
tion containing a plurality of elbows and T-shaped branch 

' ing points. FIGURE 8 shows transverse sections taken 
along the lines A-—A, B—B, C—C, and D—-—D of FIG 
URE 7 respectively. 
FIGURE 1 is the three-dimensional cascade of the in 

stant invention. Polymer 10 composed of core material 
8 and wall material 9 ?owing in the direction of the arrow 
through supply line 11 enters T 12 and divides against the 
far wall into branches 13 and 14. At T’s 15 and 16, which 
are in planes at 90° to the plane of T 12, the polymer is 
delivered along the walls of branches 13 and 14 in a man 
ner locating it centrally between branches 17 and 18 and 
19 and 20, respectively. Outlets 21, 22, 23, and 24 are 
seen to obtain equal portions of the original core mate 
'rial '8, as well as equal portions of'the original wall mate 
rial 9. When considering the ?ow patterns of FIGURE 
1, it should be remembered that the material from wall 
to wall is continuously in motion and that the velocity 
distribution varies from wall to center and then back to 
wall again in a parabolic velocity gradient across the 
supply line with the ?ow down the core of the pipe 

, signi?cantly faster than the flow near the wall of the’ 
pipe. It has been found that ?ow through pipe elbows 
does not disturb this yelocity distribution to any signi?cant 
‘degree. The hold-up time distribution approaches ideal 
uniformity in the three-dimensional cascade of FIGURE 
1 resultant from the redistributing e?ect obtained at the 
subsequent T connections. The T’s or T-shaped ?uid con 
nectors which are referred to herein are “bull” T’s in con 
trast with the normal T. A “bull” T is one in which the 
inlet comes in the single line perpendicular to the T with 
the outlets going out the cross of the T. That is, the two 
outlet pipes are on the same axis. This is in contrast to 
normal procedure, where the inlet comes in on the same 
axis as one of ‘the outlets and the second outlet branches 
o? at 90° to the inlet and the other outlet. At a “bull” 
T the core material ?ows to the farthest Wall of the T 
and then divides along that wall. A cascade such as that 
of FIGURE 1' may be extended as required to obtain the 
desired number of outlets, each successive branching‘sys 
tem being located in a plane rotated from the preceding, 
and where the original core material is substantially equal 
ly divided at the subsequent T. Where more than two 
successive T’s are employed, the approximation to ideal 
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4 
is exemplary of materials falling within this range. Poly 
mer 110 composed of core material 108 and wall material 
109 ?owing through supply line 111 enters T 112 and 
divides against the far wall into branches 113 and 114. 
At T 115 the polymer again divides against the far wall 
into branches 117 and 118. The polymer in branch 117 
turns at elbow 119 and enters T 120 where it again divides 
against the far wall into branches 121 and 122. The 
polymer in branch 121 enters T 123 and divides against 
the far Wall into branches 124 and 125 each of which 
branches feeds polymer to T’s 126 and 127 respectively. 
Polymer entering T 126 is divided against the far wall into 
branches 128 and 129 which may lead to a further branch 
ing or to outlet heads. FIGURE 8 is a schematic show 
ing the cross-section of the ?uid stream at various points 
in the system, the shaded areas indicating core material 
and the cross-hatched areas indicating wall material. 
FIGURES 5 and 6 show a practical application of 

the three-dimensional cascade of FIGURE 1 to a manifold 
for a linear polymer spinning machine. The cascade is 
enclosed in a unitary heating jacket 40. Polymer enters 
?ange 41 ?owing in the direction of arrow C in supply 
line 42, passes through reducing elbow 43 to T 44 into 
main branch lines 45 and 46. ‘Flow through main branch 
line 45 is through elbow 47 into special T 48, which lies 
in a plane 90° to the plane of T 44. In special T 48 the 
?ow divides into sub-branches 49 and 59 leading to outlet 
ports 51 and 52, respectively. Special T 48 is charac 
terized by an extended body so that thermocouples and/ 
or pressure control instrumentation may be inserted 
through the unitary heating jacket 40 without destroying 
its physical integrity. Flow through main branchline 46 
is similar, passing through special T 53 there dividing into 

' sub-branch lines 5'4 and 55 supplying outlet ports 56 and 
57, respectively. 

Unitary heating jacket 40 ‘may be made of welded con 
struction from standard pipe and pipe ?ttings. In the 
embodiment shown in FIGURES 5 and 6 it is composed 
of a main body 58 composed of an appropriate sec 
tion of heavy-walled pipe capped at one end by cap 
59 and at the other by ?ange cap 60. Heat transfer 
medium, which may well be a condensing vapor, ?ows 
in the direction of arrow A through ?anged entry 
?tting 61 and returns in the direction of arrow B through 
?anged outlet pipe 62. Sub-branch’ lines 49, 50, 54 
and 55 are led to their respective outlet ports 51, 52, 
56, and 57 through subsidiary jackets 63, 64, 65, and 66. 
The essential feature of this unitary jacket design is that 
the three-dimensional cascade system of pipes has been 
collapsed into a compact bundle such that all the pipes 
are contained in a single vapor heating jacket. This 
makes the cascade piping as short as possible consistent 
with the use of a cascade system. It reduces the number 
of joints on both the main ?ow side and the vapor side 
with consequently less opportunity for leaks and limits the 
external heat radiating area as compared with a more con 
ventional pipe and jacket system, thus less heat needs to 
be furnished. Furthermore, costs of ventilation and air 
conditioning are reduced. Other advantages of the uni 
tary jacket surrounding a collapsed cascade are: the sys 
tem isrsmaller and simpler'resulting in lower insulation 
cost and in reduced head room; all welds can be made and 
leak tested in a weld shop, as ?eld welding may be- elimi 

; nated; and stresses in the pipe due to differential thermal 

65 
?ow is not obtained by a 90° rotation. It is determined ' 
by reference to the axis of symmetry of the ?uid stream 
as it approaches the branching point. The optimum rota 
tion may ‘be'found by appropriate experimentation.’ 

' FIGURE'7 is illustrative of a cascade manifold in ac 
cordance ‘with the invention, containing a plurality of T 
shaped branching points. The displacement angles related 
to the plane of the ?rst T~shaped connector are satisfac 
Atory for viscous ?uids in the range of 500 to 2,500 poise 

, viscosity, when Reynolds number is less than 0.1. Nylon 
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expansion are minimized because all of the cascade piping 
surface is exposed-to the heat transfer medium. 
7 Enclosure of a cascade within a unitary jacket may be 
attained by methods’ such as ‘providing a longitudinal 
split in the jacket, providing slip joints in the manifold, 
and welding the joints after the manifold is placed in the 
jacket. It is also possible prior'to'connecting the outer 
most runs of the subébranch lines and prior to attaching 
the subsidiary'jackets to slide the collapsed pipe bundle 
of'the cascade into the jacket endwise, eliminating a longi 
tudinal jacket weld. Depending upon the requirementsof 
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the system, pipe hangers may be provided to support the 
interior lines. Where a heating vapor is used, the entire 
system may be pitched so that condensate runs under the 
action of gravity to the heat transfer ?uid outlet pipe 62. 
The present invention constitutes a signi?cant advance 

over the planar cascade in which a combination of two 
or more TS in the same or parallel planes are assembled. 
Despite the provision of equal center line distance in a 
planar cascade, it cannot provide equal average residence 
time because the parabolic velocity distribution in the 
supply line combines with the separating action of the 
T’s to deliver unequally aged material to adjacent branch 
lines. 

While the above description referred to T’s or T-shaped 
piping arrangements as the means for dividing the streams, 
Y-shaped connections are also suitable. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a process for delivering under laminar ?ow, a 

time and temperature sensitive viscous polymer from a 
single inlet to a plurality of outlets in such a manner that 
the material originally presented to the inlet is delivered 
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6 
to each of the outlets in substantially the same physical 
and chemical condition, the improvement comprising di 
viding the original polymer supply stream having core 
and Wall portions along an axis of symmetry at a branch 
ing point into two substantially equal streams, each hav 
ing substantially similar proportions of core and wall ma 
terial of said original polymer stream and again dividing 
a resulting stream along its axis of symmetry at a branch~ 
ing point into two substantially equal streams, each hav 
ing substantially similar proportions of core and wall ma 
terial of said original polymer stream. 

2. The process of claim 1 wherein resulting streams 
are divided at subsequent branching points while maintain 
ing the equi-proportional division of core and wall ma 
terial of said original polymer supply stream. 
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